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Transformational Yoga

Whether you are late to work, stuck in traffic, doing the school run, visiting clients,
these Transformational Yoga exercises will help you stay calm and centred behind the
wheel and you may just end up loving your time spent in the traffic!
Asana (Pose): Seated Spinal Twist

Asana (Pose): Shoulder Rolls

Asana (Pose): Seated cat/cow

Take the back of your hand and gently
place it at the middle of your spine. With
your hand in place behind you, turn
toward that arm as far back as possible.
So if your right hand is on your back,
rotate your body so that your left shoulder
is rotating to the right. Move slowly and
gradually. Once you’ve done one side, do
the same thing on the other.

Keeping one hand on the steering wheel,
slowly roll your shoulders back and forth.
While doing so, practice your breathing
by inhaling and exhaling deeply. By doing
this you are loosening your joints while
also increasing the blood flow to your
arms. Switch hands and repeat.

Keep both hands on the steering wheel at
the same level, and with a straight spine,
take a deep inhale and a slight backbend
while rolling the shoulders back slowly,
then exhale and let the shoulders
roll/hunch

Asana (Pose): Check your blind spot

Pranayama (Breathing): Belly Breathing

Pranayama (Breathing): Maha Prana

Look straight ahead. Tilt your left ear to
your left shoulder, then your right ear to
your right shoulder. After, check your
blind spot, twisting your neck to look back
behind your left and right shoulders.

Place one hand over your stomach, and
breathe in deeply through your nostrils,
letting your hand get pushed out by your
expanding stomach. Exhale through your
mouth. Repeat 3-10 times.

When you are stopped at a robot, place
both hands on your heart centre. Slowly
breathe in, hold your breath for the count
of five, slowly exhale through your nose.
This is a great exercise to get the energy
of your heart centre flowing.

Mantras: Om

Mantras: YAM - Heart Chakra Toning

Meditation: Mindfulness

The easiest by far! Chanting this sound
can help to bring peace and calm to the
body, mind and soul. Om is eternal
oneness of mind, body and spirit with the
universe.
Repeat Om in a slow, rhythmic way when
you exhale. It should sound similar to the
“ome” in “home.”

If you’re not feeling loving, lovable,
compassionate or patient (often in traffic),
you could use some YAM! You give and
receive love through the energy center
that is your heart chakra.
Chant “YAM” to heal both the physical
heart and the spiritual (emotional) heart
center and open yourself up to
unconditional love and compassion.

State your intention that you are going to
meditate. Turn off the radio, shift your
attention to your breath, pay attention to
your belly rising and falling.
Move your present moment awareness
away from the breath, and maybe start to
observe the sounds and vibrations of the
car and the road. Just listen. Just feel.
Just be present with what is.

Transformational Yoga is an integral approach to physical health, emotional balance,
and mental and spiritual clarity. And you don't need a yoga studio to practice!

Why not experience these benefits right in front of the wheel!

